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Abstract

Numerous hypothetical particles have been predicted which might possibly

make up the dark matter content of the Universe. One class of these parti-

cle candidates includes warm dark matter (WDM) particles, which have large

early-time thermal velocities that serve to erase small-scale perturbations. This

creates a cutoff in the linear power spectrum - the scale of which depends on the

mass of the WDM particle - and results in a suppression in the numbers of low

mass halos. Since the number of satellite galaxies around Milky Way-mass host

galaxies is sensitive to this cutoff, we can use the number of satellites actually

observed around our own galaxy as a test of different WDM models (such as

sterile neutrinos).

First, we explore the simplest case of a thermal relic WDM particle (and alter-

natively a sterile neutrino produced via non-resonant oscillations). We use the

galform semi-analytic model of galaxy formation to compare predicted satel-

lite luminosity functions to Milky Way data and determine a lower bound on the

WDM particle mass. This depends strongly on the Milky Way halo mass, and to

some extent, on the baryonic physics assumed. For our fiducial model we find

that for a thermal relic particle mass of 3.3 keV (the 2σ lower limit from an anal-

ysis of the Lyman-α forest by Viel et al.) the Milky Way halo mass is required

to be > 1.4 × 1012 M⊙. For this same fiducial model, we also find that all WDM

particle masses are ruled out (at 95% confidence) if the Milky Way halo mass is

smaller than 1.0× 1012 M⊙, while if the mass of the Galactic halo is less than 1.8

×1012 M⊙, only WDM relic particle masses larger than 2 keV are allowed.

Next, we consider models in which some of the WDM particles are resonantly

produced sterile neutrinos, which behave “colder” than the non-resonantly pro-

duced population also being generated. This model of sterile neutrino dark



iii

matter is well-motivated theoretically, and is also in less conflict with current

Lyman-α bounds. This scenario then becomes a two-parameter problem involv-

ing both the particle mass and the resonant fraction. We repeat the satellite

abundance test applied to this new problem to rule out parts of the parameter

space for different Milky Way halo masses. Focusing on a 7 keV sterile neutrino

particle which may have been hinted at by recent observations, we find that if

the Milky Way halo mass is 2 × 1012 M⊙ then most cases are allowed, but if the

mass is 1 × 1012 M⊙ then this particle is likely ruled out.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Since the 1930s, the astrophysical evidence of the existence of dark matter has

been mounting, supported by measurements of clustering, galaxy rotation curves,

lensing and CMB fluctuations. The most recent Planck satellite data release puts

the matter density of the universe at Ωm = 0.32, of which roughly 82% is non-

baryonic “dark” matter. The nature of this substance is largely unknown. Predic-

tions from particle physics about the existence of several hypothetical particles

prompt us to consider some of these as potential candidates for the unknown

dark matter particle.

1.1 Cold and Warm Dark Matter

In the standard cosmological model, the dark matter is a cold particle, but we

can also look at different possible temperatures of dark matter, and what the re-

sulting effects on structure formation would look like (see Frenk & White, 2012

for a review). Though the boundaries between “cold”, “warm” and “hot” dark

matter are somewhat fluid, we can divide them into general categories based

upon their characteristics. Cold dark matter (CDM), the most popular model,

decouples while non-relativistic, and any free-streaming of the particles is negli-

gible. For relativistic hot dark matter particles, which have been ruled out as the

main dark matter particle, free-streaming erases structures below cluster scales.

Warm dark matter (WDM) is an intermediate case: free-streaming is an impor-

tant effect at early times in washing out small perturbations, but particles are

2



1.1. Cold and Warm Dark Matter 3

“cold” today. This scenario leads to a cutoff in the linear power spectrum which

varies with the mass and production mechanism of the WDM particle; the small-

est collapsed halos are roughly dwarf-galaxy size. Well-motivated hypothetical

CDM candidates include the axion and the neutralino. Some plausible WDM

candidates are the sterile neutrino (e.g. Dodelson & Widrow, 1994; Shi & Fuller,

1999; Asaka & Shaposhnikov, 2005; see Kusenko, 2009 for a review) and grav-

itino (Pagels & Primack, 1982; Moroi et al., 1993; Gorbunov et al., 2008).

In the future, the identity of the dark matter may be revealed through direct

detection experiments, or by indirect detection of an annihilation signal. A re-

port of a 130 GeV line observed near the MW centre (Weniger, 2012) has been in-

terpreted as a possible sign of dark matter annihilation occurring there, although

this result is still inconclusive. In the meantime, one of the most promising ways

we have of learning more about the identity of the dark matter is via its imprint

on the development of structure in the universe.

On large scales CDM and WDM models predict a similar evolution of struc-

ture, so the critical scales at which to differentiate the models will be around or

below the WDM cutoff wavelength. In the standard CDM model, where free-

streaming is unimportant, halos are expected to form down to around an Earth-

mass, with a halo mass function that continues to increase with decreasing mass

(e.g. Jenkins et al., 2001; Tinker et al., 2008; Diemand et al., 2007; Springel et al.,

2008). On large scales, the CDM model predictions are well-tested by CMB and

clustering measurements: any successful cosmological model for dark matter is

constrained to also account for these observations.

On small scales, WDM models have an overall reduction of power, with a cut-

off wavelength which shifts to larger scales as the particle mass decreases. This

cutoff can take the form of a simple truncation of all power below some cutoff,

or have a more complex multi-component form depending on the specific model

of particle production. The net effect of this suppression is a reduction in the

number of low-mass halos, typically tapering off around the mass of a dwarf

galaxy. Halos of the same mass collapse later in WDM, when the background

density of the universe is lower. As a result, halos of the same mass will have
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lower concentrations in WDM compared to CDM, and concentrations addition-

ally decrease with decreasing mWDM (Avila-Reese et al., 2001; Lovell et al., 2012,

2014; Schneider et al., 2012). This has repercussions for the efficacy of feedback

processes in their hosted galaxies, as well as how easily these systems can be

tidally disrupted during mergers.

The dependence of the cutoff on the mass and other characteristics of the

WDM particle, means that we can use predictions about subgalactic structure in

different models in order to place constraints upon the WDM particle mass.

1.2 WDM Simulations

Dwarf galaxies are the smallest clumps of dark matter identified so far. The

dwarf halos often host satellite galaxies of larger systems, such as the many

identified in our own Local Group. They are the most dark matter dominated

objects observed, with typical mass-to-light ratios of up to ∼100 for the Milky

Way satellites. This makes them ideal for understanding the properties of the

DM and testing different models.

It has been argued that the Milky Way dwarfs may all have “cored” inner

density profiles, where the central density is constant at small radii r . 1 kpc

(see de Blok, 2010 for a review). This conclusion is interesting because it appears

at odds with the results of CDM simulations, which predict universally cusped

inner halo profiles, in which the density continues to increase steeply towards

the centre (Navarro et al., 1996, 1997; Springel et al., 2008). This could suggest

either a misconception about the nature of the DM as a cold, collisionless par-

ticle (e.g. Zavala et al., 2013), or an underestimation of the role of baryons in

reshaping halo structure (Pontzen & Governato, 2012). Additionally, the num-

ber and distribution of satellite galaxies around MW-mass hosts are further tests

of our theories of dark matter. The large abundance of low-mass halos predicted

in CDM simulations compared with the relatively fewer number of satellites ac-

tually observed was once considered a “missing satellites problem”; this is no

longer considered a conflict because it is clear that the combined effects of reion-
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ization and supernova feedback in stifling star formation account neatly for this

discrepancy of halo and galaxy counts (e.g. Benson et al., 2002b,a; Somerville,

2002). However, another problem arises: CDM simulations imply that the most

massive subhalos of ∼ 1012 M⊙ galaxies are too concentrated to be compati-

ble hosts for the bright MW satellites observed. But it also seems implausible

that such large subhalos would preferentially remain dark; this is the so-called

“too big to fail” problem identified by Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011). The solution

to this disparity could lie in powerful feedback (Pontzen & Governato, 2012),

a lighter-than-expected MW halo mass (Wang et al., 2012; Purcell & Zentner,

2012), or an alternative DM model (Lovell et al., 2012). The radial distribution

of dwarfs around larger central galaxies is also a benchmark for different DM

theories. For example, it has been noted that the MW dwarfs appear much more

radially concentrated than CDM simulation predictions. Some of this apparent

tension may be relieved if it turns out that our own galaxy has an unusual dwarf

distribution compared to other similar galaxies (Yniguez et al., 2014).

Numerical simulations of the evolution of structure in our universe are an

invaluable tool in testing and comparing different cosmological models, as the

scales of interest are highly non-linear. The first cosmological simulations in the

1960s featured hundreds of particles; current state-of-the-art simulations now

have up to hundreds of billions. Dark matter-only (DMO) simulations are the

simplest and most common implementation, exploiting the dominance of dark

matter as the main contributor to the matter density of our universe and ne-

glecting the effects of baryons on structure formation altogether. This makes

them cheaper to run than hydrodynamical simulations, allowing large-scale and

high-resolution tests of the effects of different kinds of dark matter. These DMO

simulations can be post-processed with semi-analytic galaxy formation models

(e.g. Cole et al., 2000) to predict the formation and evolution of galaxies within

the merging dark halos. There are some tensions between simulations and ob-

servations, especially on small scales (e.g. cusp/core issue), which may require

more detailed treatment of the baryons at the centres of the halos. Still, this ap-

proach has been largely successful in producing a distribution and population
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of galaxies consistent with observations.

A simulation of hot dark matter (HDM) was performed by White et al. (1983).

At the time, neutrinos were a popular dark matter candidate, as they were a

“dark” particle that was already known to exist. However, this work demon-

strated that the HDM washed out structures below galaxy cluster scales and

that neutrinos alone could not account for the observed clustering today. Warm

models face similar challenges; the free-streaming scale is smaller than for HDM,

but if the particle is too warm, then the model will not produce enough low mass

halos, and be in contention with local observations.

Some of the first simulations of WDM structure formation were done by

Colı́n et al. (2000), and by Bode et al. (2001). These studies were motivated by

the small-scale “problems” of CDM, such as the seeming overabundance of low-

mass CDM subhalos compared with observed Milky Way dwarfs, and the high

central concentrations of simulated CDM halos. The conclusion of these anal-

yses was that WDM was successful in producing a similar number of subhalos

around MW-mass galaxies as seen around the MW, and also in suppressing the

number of void dwarfs to be more on par with observations. However, while

WDM halos are less concentrated than their CDM counterparts of the same

mass, the authors found that in order to get the sizeable cores argued for by

analyses of the MW dwarf data, the WDM particle mass would have to be unre-

alistically small (see also Macciò et al., 2012; Shao et al., 2013).

One difficulty of these WDM simulations is that they suffer from the problem

of spurious fragmentation of low-mass halos, which were initially interpreted as

genuine objects instead of a numerical artefact. Wang & White (2007) first iden-

tified this issue, finding that at the root of the issue is the excess of power on the

scale of the mean interparticle separation, due to the discreteness of the N-body

simulation, which was prompting the collapse of these small, regularly-spaced

halos forming along filaments. These “spurious” halos can be discerned by

tracing the morphology of their member particles back to the initial conditions,

using the methods layed out in Lovell et al. (2014). These objects can then be

“cleaned” from catalogues when developing halo merger trees (the same mate-
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rial is assumed to accrete, but should have been acquired as smooth accretion

instead of discrete lumps). Still, as these spurious mini-halos are endemic to

the simulations (though see also Angulo et al., 2013), this artificially lumpy ac-

cretion may put limits on the conclusions we might draw regarding what these

simulations can tell us about the structure of WDM halos.

The large early-time thermal velocities of WDM particles are usually not

represented in simulations, as the implementation of this effect is ambiguous.

Typically it is assumed that the bulk of the free streaming effect has already

happened by the start of the simulation, which justifies ignoring the thermal ve-

locities altogether. Avila-Reese et al. (2001) performed WDM simulations with

and without the incorporation of thermal velocities, and found virtually no dif-

ferences to the internal structures of the halos when the velocities were included.

The Aquarius Project (Springel et al., 2008) is a suite of six CDM cosmological

zoom simulations of galactic halos at high resolution, each with a mass similar to

that of the Milky Way. As this figure is somewhat uncertain, these masses range

from M200 ∼ 8 × 1011 − 1.8 × 1012 M⊙. The Aquarius halos were simulated at

several different resolution levels, numbered “1” to “5” (mp ∼ 2 × 103 − 3 ×

106 M⊙, respectively). The highest resolution for which all six Aquarius halos

(labelled “A” through “F”) have been run is Level 2, which corresponds to mp ∼

104 M⊙.

While the original Aquarius project focused on MW-analogue halo proper-

ties in a CDM universe, the same halos have also been simulated for some WDM

scenarios (e.g. Lovell et al. 2012). The WDM runs currently represent models

with thermal relic particle masses ranging from 1.5 to 2.3 keV, and a further

set of models including some C+WDM tests are being carried out. This al-

lows for direct comparisons to be made between the unfolding of events in the

different models. Many of the larger subhalos have directly identifiable counter-

parts between CDM and WDM, which provides insight into how merging events

and halo morphology might be affected by the changes to the power spectrum.

Lovell et al. (2014) used the subhalo counts from the warm Aquarius simulations

to put lower limits on the WDM particle mass, similar to the approach we will
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take here using Monte Carlo methods. Here, we will make use of these simula-

tions to examine how the presence of WDM would affect predictions about the

formation of the MW stellar halo via tidal disruption of satellite systems as they

are accreted onto the main halo.

In order to be able to make more detailed comparisons to the observable

universe, we need to link the evolution of these dark matter only simulations

to the galaxies which are forming within them. Semi-analytic models of galaxy

formation provide this function by using simplified prescriptions for gas cool-

ing, star formation and the mechanics of supernova/AGN feedback within the

context of the hierarchically merging halos of the input trees. A number of free

parameters representing uncertainties in the galaxy formation process can be ad-

justed to provide the best fit to the data, including luminosity functions, metal

contents, size distribution and other quantities. Although we are primarily in-

terested (here) in the properties of the dwarf galaxies of MW-type systems, it is

important to reproduce the behaviour of the overall galaxy population to ensure

a good fit. For WDM models these parameters may require re-tuning to account

for the later formation and lower concentration of halos. It is also conceivable

that some extensions to the galaxy formation model may have to be added, for

example if star formation in WDM filaments turns out to be a significant effect

(e.g. Gao & Theuns, 2007; Gao et al., 2014).

Here we use the Durham semi-analytic model of galaxy formation, galform.

The halo merger trees are constructed using the “Dhalo” algorithm (Jiang et al.,

2014) to accurately link structures between snapshots of the simulation.

1.3 Current Status of WDM Models

Hints of a 7 keV sterile neutrino have emerged recently from the work of two

groups, released simultaneously. Boyarsky et al. (2014b) and Bulbul et al. (2014)

looked at x-ray spectra of Andromeda and the Perseus cluster, and at the spectra

of 73 bright clusters, respectively, and independently found an excess 3.5 keV sig-

nal. (There has now also been a reported detection in the MW by Boyarsky et al.,
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2014a.) Among other possibilities, this emission line could be the result of a 7

keV sterile neutrino decay. Although this conclusion is very tentative, it prompts

us to consider with special attention sterile neutrino models around this mass

range.

As outlined earlier, the “warm dark matter” label encompasses many dif-

ferent models, motivated by both astrophysical evidence and particle physics

theories. The main tenet that unites these models is the curtailment of power on

small scales.

Given that the definition of WDM is so broad, there is no clear-cut distinction

of where “warm” ends and “cold” begins. As the mass of the proposed particle

increases, the astrophysical differences (halo mass function, mass-concentration

relation, etc.) between CDM and WDM will diminish until becoming virtually

indistinguishable. In this “lukewarm” regime, the specific characteristics of in-

dividual dark matter candidates will become increasingly important in terms

of discovering more about the identity of the dark matter. Different particles

may leave different signatures that we can search for directly or indirectly. For

example, sterile neutrinos are predicted to decay into a neutrino and a photon,

producing a signal that can be searched for. Furthermore, the predicted produc-

tion of these x-ray decays might have other consequences as well, such as for the

progression of reionization, which can also be analyzed.

In placing lower limits, we are constrained at the low-mass end by the ne-

cessity of producing adequate amounts of substructure as is actually observed.

For example, we explore in this work the “reverse missing satellites” problem, in

which too few dwarf galaxy host subhalos are found around MW-mass central

hosts. Similar studies of this nature have been carried out by Lovell et al. (2014)

and Polisensky & Ricotti (2011).

Some of the most stringent limits have come from analyses of the Lyman-

α flux power spectrum between redshifts z ∼ 2 − 6 (when the scales of in-

terest are still mildly non-linear) in conjunction with WDM simulations (e.g.

Narayanan et al., 2000; Viel et al., 2005). Using high-resolution hydrodynamical

simulations to interpret the small-scale clumpiness of the Lyman-α flux power
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spectrum measured from high-resolution spectra of 25 z > 4 quasars, Viel et al.

(2013) have set a lower limit of mWDM ≥ 3.3 keV (non-resonant msterile ≥ 22 keV)

for the warm dark matter particles.

Another method of finding limits is by invoking the need to produce enough

ionizing photons at high redshift for reionization to happen by z ∼ 6, which sets

mWDM ≥ 1.3 keV (Barkana et al., 2001; Schultz et al., 2014). Or alternatively, by

demanding that enough structure be present at early enough times to account for

some observed high-redshift GRBs, as overviewed in de Souza et al. (2013). The

frequency of lensing events of high-redshift supernova has also been proposed

as a way of placing constraints (Pandolfi et al., 2014).

Other independent limits may come from confronting observed lensing flux

anomalies with WDM models (e.g. Miranda & Macciò, 2007; mWDM ≥ 1.8 keV),

or from the measured central phase space densities of the MW dwarfs, which

sets lower bounds of mWDM ≥ 0.5 keV.

Sterile neutrinos are predicted to be produced via non-resonant oscillations

of active neutrinos. In the Dodelson-Widrow (DW; Dodelson & Widrow, 1994)

model, this is the sole mode of production. The DW model as the only pro-

duction mechanism of dark matter in the universe has been ruled out: the

lack of observed x-rays from M31 place upper limiting bounds upon the al-

lowed mass/mixing angle of the neutrinos. To satisfy this x-ray constraint while

still producing the correct abundance of dark matter, the sterile neutrino parti-

cle must be less than ∼ 4 keV (Boyarsky et al., 2009), which is in conflict with

Lyman-α bounds.

In addition to this non-resonant production, in the Shi-Fuller (SF; Shi & Fuller,

1999) model it is also possible to have resonant production of sterile neutrinos

in the presence of a lepton asymmetry resulting in an overabundance of leptons

compared to antileptons. This adds an additional colder component of reso-

nantly produced sterile neutrinos to the distribution (non-resonant production

also still occurs), allowing for more freedom of allowed sterile neutrino masses.

The Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (νMSM; Asaka & Shaposhnikov, 2005)

adds three sterile neutrinos to the standard model and would also explain the
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baryon asymmetry of the universe. The heavier neutrinos have masses in the

GeV range, while the lightest one has a keV mass, and is a good candidate for

the dark matter. Boyarsky et al. (2009) explore the predictions of the νMSM in

the presence of different degrees of lepton asymmetry L6, to find the allowed

parameter space for sterile neutrinos to avoid conflict with Andromeda x-ray

bounds.

Independently of sterile neutrino modelling, it is also possible to consider

more generic cases of multi-component dark matter (cold + warm). This be-

comes another two parameter problem where one can explore cold fraction and

WDM temperature (analogous to L6 and msterile parameters in the νMSM analy-

sis).

The actual stringent values of the lower limits that these various analyses can

place on WDM particle mass depend on the properties of the specific particle

candidate being considered. Limits are often quoted for a generic thermal relic

type particle, which has a simple exponential suppression of power at the cutoff.

For a non-resonantly produced (NRP) sterile neutrino, the same constraints can

be easily re-scaled from the thermal relic case, as the general form of the power

spectrum maps nearly identically (Viel et al., 2005). However, as reviewed above,

the presence of a resonant production mode for sterile neutrinos complicates the

picture, as a colder component emerges. In the νMSM, the degree of lepton

asymmetry determines the relative contributions of warmer and cooler contri-

butions, so the lower mass limit will also depend on this second parameter.

The upper limit from x-ray non-detections described above is specific to ster-

ile neutrino models of WDM, which are a focus here, although not the only

option (for example, gravitino WDM).

As a convention throughout this paper, we will use mWDM when referring

to the generic thermal relic mass, and msterile when referring to sterile neutrino

mass.

The rest of this analysis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we look first

at the simplest (and likely ruled out) model of a thermal relic WDM particle,

or equivalently a non-resonantly produced sterile neutrino. We introduce our
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methodology in Section 2.1, including the computation of the fluctuation power

spectrum, the construction of merger trees, and the adaptation of our semi-

analytic model, galform, to WDM. In Section 2.2 we predict satellite luminosity

functions in galactic halos of different mass as a function of mWDM. In Section 2.3

we discuss the range of particle masses that are ruled out based upon various

estimates of the Milky Way halo mass. A brief discussion of this limit in the

context of other independent WDM constraints is presented, along with our

conclusions, in Section 2.4. Then in Chapter 3, we also look at the more complex,

and better motivated, RP sterile neutrinos of the νMSM model, to see what kind

of limits we can place on this parameter space.



2
LIMITS ON MWDM

The number of subhalos predicted to survive in CDM and WDM galactic halos

is a fundamental test for different candidates of potential DM candidates. In

the case of CDM there are many more subhalos within galactic halos than there

are observed satellites in the Milky Way, a discrepancy often - and incorrectly

- dubbed “the satellite problem in CDM.” In fact, it has been known for many

years that inevitable feedback processes, particularly the early reionization of gas

by the first stars and winds generated by supernovae, prevent visible galaxies

from forming in the vast majority of the small subhalos that survive inside CDM

halos (Bullock et al., 2000; Benson et al., 2002a; Somerville, 2002).

A “satellite problem,” however, could exist in WDM because if mWDM is too

small, then there will be too few surviving substructures to account for the ob-

served number of satellites. A limited version of this test was recently applied to

surviving dark matter subhalos in high-resolution N-body simulations of WDM

galactic halos by Polisensky & Ricotti (2011), who found a limit of mWDM > 2.3

keV, and by Lovell et al. (2014) who found a conservative lower limit of mWDM

> 1.1 keV. In this paper we develop this theme further, however we apply the test

not to dark matter subhalos but to visible satellites. This requires following the

process of galaxy formation in galactic WDM halos, which allows a more direct

comparison with observations of the Milky Way satellites and leads to stronger

limits on mWDM. Since the number of surviving subhalos scales with the parent

halo mass (Gao et al., 2004), these limits will depend on the mass of the Milky

Way halo. Unfortunately, this mass is still very uncertain, with estimates rang-

13
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ing from about 8 × 1011 to 2.5× 1012 M⊙ (e.g. Xue et al., 2008; Li & White, 2008;

Guo et al., 2010; Deason et al., 2012; Rashkov et al., 2013; Piffl et al., 2013).

In this study we use the Durham semi-analytic model of galaxy formation,

galform, to follow galaxy formation in WDM models with different values of

mWDM. Nierenberg et al. (2013) used a different semi-analytic model to study the

redshift evolution of satellite luminosity functions for hosts of different masses,

finding that compared to CDM, a mWDM = 0.75 keV particle captured better the

observed evolution. Macciò & Fontanot (2010) also used a semi-analytic model,

applied to N-body simulations of galactic halos of mass 1.22 × 1012 M⊙ to set

a lower limit of mWDM > 1 keV. This limit, however, is only valid for halos of

this particular mass. Here, we use a version of galform in which galaxy merger

trees are computed using Monte Carlo techniques (calibrated on WDM N-body

simulations). In this way, we are able to explore models with a wide range of

halo masses and thus set limits on mWDM for different values of the, as yet poorly

known, Milky Way halo mass. Another important advantage of our method is

that it does not suffer from the problem of spurious halo fragmentation compli-

cating the interpretation of high resolution N-body WDM simulations.

Not surprisingly, only a very minor adjustment to the galaxy formation

model in CDM is required in WDM to obtain a good match to a variety of

observed properties of the local galaxy population, such as galaxy luminosity

functions in various passbands. We then apply this model to derive the ex-

pected luminosity function of satellites of galaxies like the Milky Way and thus

set strong constraints on the value of mWDM as a function of the Milky Way halo

mass.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 The Warm Dark Matter Linear Power Spectrum

In the case where the warm dark matter consists of thermal relics, the sup-

pression of small-scale power in the linear power spectrum, PWDM, can be con-
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veniently parametrized by reference to the CDM power spectrum, PCDM. The

WDM transfer function is then given by,

T(k) =
[PWDM

PCDM

]1/2
= [1 + (αk)2ν ]−5/ν (2.1.1)

(Bode et al., 2001). Here, k is the wavenumber and following Viel et al. (2005)

we take the constant ν = 1.12; the parameter α can be related to the mass of the

particle, mWDM by

α = 0.049
(ΩWDM

0.25

)0.11( h

0.7

)1.22( keV

mWDM

)1.11
h−1Mpc (2.1.2)

(Viel et al., 2005), in terms of the matter density parameter, ΩWDM, and Hubble

parameter, h = H0 / (100 km s−1 Mpc−1).

In the case where the WDM particle is a non-resonantly produced sterile

neutrino, its mass msterile, can be related to the mass of the equivalent thermal

relic, mWDM, by requiring that the shape of the transfer function, T(k), be similar

in the two cases. Viel et al. (2005) give

msterile = 4.43
(mWDM

keV

)4/3(0.25(0.7)2

ΩWDMh2

)1/3
keV. (2.1.3)

This conversion depends on the specific particle production mechanism (for a

review see Kusenko, 2009); in the rest of this paper we will refer only to the

thermal relic mass, mWDM, unless stated otherwise. We consider particles with

masses, mWDM, ranging from 0.5 keV to 20 keV. Fig. 2.1 shows the linear power

spectra for six of the 11 WDM models we have investigated, as well as for CDM.

We adopt values for the cosmological parameters that are consistent with the

WMAP7 results (Komatsu et al., 2011): Ωm = 0.272, Ωb = 0.0455, ΩΛ = 0.728,

h = 0.704, σ8 = 0.81, n = 0.96. Two hundred merger trees were generated for

each main halo mass and for each WDM particle mass.

2.1.2 Galaxy Formation Models

We calculate the properties of the galaxy population in our WDM models using

the Durham semi-analytic galaxy formation model, galform (e.g. Cole et al.,
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Figure 2.1: Linear power spectra (in arbitrary units) for warm and

cold dark matter models. The thick black line shows CDM and

the coloured lines various WDM models, labelled by their thermal

relic mass and corresponding value of the damping scale, α, in the

legend.
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2000; Benson et al., 2003; Bower et al., 2006). Rather than applying it to merger

trees obtained from an N-body simulation, we instead construct Monte Carlo

merger trees using the Extended Press-Schechter (EPS) formalism (Press & Schechter,

1974; Bond et al., 1991; Bower, 1991; Lacey & Cole, 1993; Parkinson et al., 2008)

to generate conditional mass functions for halos of a given mass. The standard

formulation of the EPS formalism (in which the density field is filtered with a

top hat in real space) is not applicable in the presence of a cutoff in the power

spectrum. Instead, using a sharp filter in k-space produces a halo mass func-

tion in good agreement with the results of N-body simulations. We adopt this

prescription which is justified and described in detail in Benson et al. (2013). A

similar procedure was adopted by Schneider et al. (2013) but other authors,

such as Smith & Markovic (2011) and Menci et al. (2012), have used a top hat

filter in real space and then multiplied the resulting mass function by an ad hoc

suppression factor. We do not apply the correction for finite phase-space density

derived by Benson et al. (2013) because the effect of thermal velocities is neg-

ligible in the models we consider (Macciò et al., 2012; Shao et al., 2013). Halo

concentrations were set according to the NFW prescription (Navarro et al., 1996,

1997), as described in Cole et al. (2000), thus explicitly taking into account the

later formation epoch of WDM halos compared to CDM halos of the same mass.

These concentrations are broadly in agreement with the WDM simulations of

Schneider et al. (2012).

We use the latest version of galform (Lacey et al. 2015, in prep.) which in-

cludes several improvements to the model described by Bower et al. (2006). The

standard galform model is tuned to fit a set of observed properties of the local

galaxy population assuming CDM. Thus, an adjustment is required in the WDM

case. On scales larger than dwarf galaxies at z = 0 there is little difference be-

tween WDM and CDM models. On smaller scales, the most important processes

that influence galaxy formation are the feedback effects produced by the early

reionization of the intergalactic medium and supernova feedback.

In galform, reionization is modelled by assuming that no gas is able to

cool in galaxies of circular velocity less than vcut at redshifts less than zcut. For
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CDM, the values vcut = 30 km s−1 and zcut = 10 result in a good approximation

to more advanced treatments of reionization (Okamoto et al., 2008; Font et al.,

2011). Supernovae feedback, on the other hand, is controlled by the parameter β,

the ratio of the rate at which gas is ejected from the galaxy to the star formation

rate. This ratio is assumed to depend on the circular velocity of the disc, vcirc,

as:

β =
(vcirc

vhot

)−αhot
, (2.1.4)

where vhot and αhot are adjustable parameters fixed primarily by the require-

ment that the model should match the local bJ- and K-band galaxy luminos-

ity functions. In the Lacey et al. model, these parameters take on the values

vhot = 300 km s−1 and αhot = 3.2. Since vcirc depends on the concentration of

the host halo, which is lower for a WDM halo than for a CDM halo of the same

mass (Lovell et al., 2012), we expect that a small adjustment to the parameters

in eqn. 2.1.4 will be required to preserve the good match to the local luminosity

functions.

Fig. 2.2 shows the bJ-band field galaxy luminosity function for different val-

ues of αhot for the case of a 2 keV particle. Here, vcut and zcut are set to the

CDM values. (The reionization model mostly affects galaxies fainter than those

included in estimates of the field luminosity function). The figure shows that

only a small change in the value of αhot is required to achieve as good a fit to

the measured bJ-band luminosity function as in the CDM case. The best fit for

mWDM = 3 keV is obtained for αhot ∼ 3.0 (green line; assuming the same value

of vhot = 300 km s−1 as in CDM). In general, we find that the local galaxy lumi-

nosity function in WDM models is well reproduced for a wide range of values

of mWDM by setting,

αhot(mWDM) = 3.2− 0.3
(mWDM

keV

)−1
(2.1.5)

(keeping the same values of vhot and of vcut and zcut as above). This adjust-

ment also results in acceptable matches to the K-band luminosity function, Tully-

Fisher relation, size distribution and other observables. However, we find that
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Figure 2.2: The bJ-band local galaxy luminosity function for mWDM

= 3 keV compared to the 2dFGRS determination (Norberg et al.,

2002; indicated by circles). Coloured curves show the effect of vary-

ing αhot, as shown in the legend
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for mWDM < 1.5 keV, we cannot obtain acceptable models using eqn. 2.1.5.

Kang et al. (2013) also found that it was not possible to find a consistent model

of galaxy formation for such low mass WDM particles. Since these masses are,

in any case, ruled out by observations of the Lyman-α forest, we restrict the rest

of this analysis to the 9 models with particle masses larger than 1.5 keV.

In Section 2.3.2 we vary the adjustable parameters in our models of reioniza-

tion and supernovae feedback to assess how they affect our inferred lower limits

on the WDM particle mass. Throughout the remainder of this thesis, we will

refer to the model described here as the ‘fiducial’ model.

2.2 Satellite Luminosity Functions

We now consider satellite systems, firstly those predicted by galform to exist in

halos of mass similar to that of the Milky Way’s, and then the Milky Way’s own

system. We then describe the method we have adopted to compare the two.

2.2.1 The Predicted Satellite Population

We use the models described in Section 2.1.1 with final halo masses ranging

from 5 × 1010 M⊙ to 1 × 1013 M⊙, a significantly wider range than that covered

by recent estimates of the Milky Way’s halo mass. The mass resolution of the

merger trees is set to 1× 106 M⊙, which is below the free-streaming scale of our

WDM models.

Fig. 2.3 shows the predicted cumulative V-band satellite luminosity func-

tions for several examples. The three panels show results for mWDM = 2, 3 and

20 keV and, within each panel, the effect of increasing the host halo mass from

8 × 1011 M⊙ to 2.5 × 1012 M⊙ is demonstrated. Increasing the host halo mass

increases the number of satellites at all luminosities, and increasing the WDM

particle mass increases the number of satellites particularly at fainter magni-

tudes. The number of bright satellites (MV ∼< −12) is insensitive to mWDM be-

cause these satellites form in halos with mass above the cutoff scale in the WDM

power spectrum.
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Figure 2.3: Satellite galaxy luminosity functions predicted by our fiducial semi-

analytic model in galactic halos of different mass, for WDM particle masses,

mWDM, of 2 keV, 3 keV and 20 keV, as indicated in the legend. The different

coloured curves correspond to different host halo mass. The solid line in each

case is the median cumulative V-band satellite luminosity function and the edges

of each band indicate the 10th and 90th percentiles. For reference, the luminosity

function of the 11 observed classical satellites, plus the DR5 satellites (scaled for

sky coverage assuming an isotropic distribution) is indicated by the black dots.
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2.2.2 The Observed Satellite Population

To determine whether a model produces a satisfactory number of satellites we

make use of observations of the satellites around the Milky Way. While there

have been recent censuses of satellites around galaxies outside the Local Group

(e.g. Guo et al., 2011; Lares et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Wang & White, 2012;

Strigari & Wechsler, 2012) these tend to be limited to the brightest few. Many

faint satellites have been observed around M31 (e.g. Martin et al., 2006, 2009,

2013; Ibata et al., 2007; McConnachie et al., 2009), but in this analysis we limit

ourselves to studies of the population in our own galaxy.

There are eleven bright satellite galaxies around the Milky Way which were

discovered in the previous century; these are dubbed the “classical satellites”. In

more recent years, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (e.g. Adelman-McCarthy et al.,

2007) has revealed a number of fainter satellite galaxies. For this analysis we

focus on 11 additional satellites found in the SDSS Data Release 5 (DR5) (see

summary in Tollerud et al., 2008), not double counting any classical satellites.

This survey covers a fraction f = 0.194 of the sky, which is roughly 8000 square

degrees, to a depth of around 22.2 in the g- and r- bands. We refer to these

satellites here as the “DR5 satellites”.

It is likely that there are yet more satellites in the DR5 region which have

not been detected due to their faintness; at 260 kpc the survey is only complete

to MV ≈ −6 (Koposov et al., 2008). Attempts to correct for the detection limits

of the survey by assuming a given radial profile of the satellites predict a total

satellite population of hundreds (e.g. Koposov et al., 2008; Tollerud et al., 2008).

2.2.3 Assessing Model Population Likelihoods

For the purposes of comparing our model predictions with satellite galaxy data,

we will consider only those satellites brighter than MV = -2, which is fainter than

the magnitude of all the DR5 satellites. Since galform only makes predictions

for satellites which lie within the virial radius of the host halo, we limit our anal-

ysis of the real Milky Way satellites to those with a galactocentric distance less
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than the virial radius of a particular halo in the semi-analytic calculation. Here,

the virial radius is defined as the boundary of the region enclosing an over-

density, ∆, with respect to the critical density, where, for the spherical collapse

model, ∆ ≈ 93 (Eke et al., 1996).

In order to estimate the total number of satellites brighter than MV = −2 that

we would expect around the Milky Way, it is necessary to make some assump-

tions about the underlying distribution since it is not fully sampled. Firstly,

we make the assumption that all the ‘classical’ satellites (those with apparent

magnitudes brighter than MV ≈ −8.5) have been observed. This is probable,

although our results would not change significantly even if one or two remained

undetected behind the Milky Way disk.

Next, we assume that the underlying distribution of satellites is isotropic, so

that the DR5 represents a geometrically unbiased sampling. This may be unre-

alistic because the eleven classical satellites of the Milky Way are known to lie

in a ‘pancake’ structure oriented approximately perpendicular to the plane of

the Milky Way disk (Lynden-Bell, 1976, 1982; Majewski, 1994; Libeskind et al.,

2005). A large region of the DR5 footprint intersects this plane; if as yet unde-

tected satellites also tend to lie in this disk, then the DR5 would provide a biased

sampling of the true satellite population, leading us to overpredict the number

of satellites that are necessary to match the data. This would have the effect of

weakening our lower limit on mWDM. However, cosmological N-body simula-

tions show that the preferentially flattened satellite distributions are restricted

to the brightest satellites, and that as fainter and fainter populations are con-

sidered, their distribution tends to become increasingly isotropic (Wang et al.,

2013).

Finally, we make the extremely conservative assumption that every satellite

in the DR5 footprint area has been detected, so that no more faint satellites are

lurking below the detection threshold. Given the survey’s radial completeness

limits, this is unrealistic. This assumption works in the sense of making our

inferred lower limits on mWDM conservative. If future or current surveys, such

as Pan-STARRS, were to reveal even more faint satellites, our lower mass limits
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would become correspondingly stronger.

To quantify whether the model satellite population is compatible with the

MW data, we require that the model should produce at least as many satellites

with MV < −2 as are known to exist in the Milky Way. To find the likelihood

of each model given the data, we calculate the probability that the predicted

satellite population includes at least as many members falling within a region

the size of the DR5 footprint, i.e. covering a fraction of the sky, f = 0.194, as the

DR5 survey itself, which contains nDR5 satellites1.

First, we define the number of classical Milky Way satellites (again within the

virial radius of the model halo) to be nclass. This number is subtracted from the

total number of predicted satellites, ngalform, to prevent double-counting in the

DR5 region,

npred = ngalform − nclass (2.2.6)

Then, for this remaining population of npred satellites, we must find the likeli-

hood that they are distributed such that at least as many satellites as are observed

in DR5 fall in a region covering a fraction f of the total sky area. We find the

probability, P, that a number between nDR5 and npred satellites lie in this region

by assuming that a given satellite is equally likely to be found anywhere on the

sky. Hence, P can be calculated from a binomial distribution,

P =

k=npred

∑
k=nDR5

( npred!

k!(npred − k)!

)

· f k · (1 − f )npred−k (2.2.7)

Eqn. 2.2.7 gives the probability that any given realization of a halo merger tree,

for a particular value of mWDM, within a given host halo mass, Mh, has produced

enough satellites to be compatible with the Milky Way data. Since we have

generated 200 merger trees for each WDM model at a given host halo mass, we

take the average of the probabilities, P, computed for each individual host halo

using eqn. 2.2.7.

1The value of nDR5 used will depend upon the virial radius of the halo we compare to.
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If 〈P〉 is smaller than 0.05, we conclude that this model predicts too little

substructure to account for the observations. Conversely, for each WDM particle

mass, mWDM, we find the minimum host halo mass, Mh, for which 〈P〉 is larger

than 5%. This value of mWDM is therefore the limiting mass that cannot be

excluded at 95% confidence.

2.3 Results: Limits on the WDM Particle Mass

In this section we present the constraints on the warm dark particle mass that

follow from comparing our predictions for the satellite luminosity functions with

the Milky Way data. We also discuss how our limits can be affected by uncer-

tainties in our modelling of galaxy formation.

2.3.1 Fiducial Model

The constraints on the WDM particle mass as a function of host halo mass set

by the method described in Section 2.2.3 are shown in the exclusion diagram

of Fig. 2.4(a). Each point in the plot gives the smallest Galactic halo mass that

has at least a 5% chance of hosting enough satellites to account for the observed

number. Conversely, for a given Galactic halo mass, the minimum allowed WDM

particle mass can be read off the x-axis. The shaded region shows the parameter

space that is excluded. For example, if the Milky Way were found to have a

mass of 1.5 × 1012 M⊙, then the thermal relic dark matter particle must be more

massive than 3 keV. The envelope of the exclusion region asymptotes to a value

of 1.1 × 1012 M⊙. Thus, for Milky Way halo masses below this value, all WDM

particle masses are ruled out at 95% confidence by our model.

As an additional test we have applied the SDSS visibility limits to our satel-

lite populations, in order to discern which could actually be detected by the

survey. Using Eqn. 2 given in Tollerud et al. (2008), we find the threshold ra-

dius beyond which each of our satellites of a certain V-band magnitude would

not be detected. Since the Monte Carlo based approach used here does not

yield spatial information about the satellites, we use the radial distribution from
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Anderhalden et al. (2013) (Fig. 4; very similar for CDM and WDM) in order to

determine the probability that each satellite is inside this completeness radius.

Then, generating a random value between 0 and 1, we reject the satellite from

our culled sample if this value is larger than the calculated probability. This

yields the population of satellites which would be observable by SDSS. The re-

sult of this exercise is shown in Fig. 2.4(a) by the dotted magenta line. The

limits become more stringent since this selection eliminates most of the faintest

satellites from the sample.

An accurate measurement of the Milky Way’s halo mass, Mh, could, in princi-

ple, rule out all astrophysically interesting thermally-produced WDM particles.

Unfortunately, this measurement is difficult and subject to systematic uncer-

tainties. Several methods have been used to estimate Mh. (The values quoted

below refer to different definitions of virial mass assuming different values of

the limiting density contrast, ∆, as indicated by the subscript, M∆). A tra-

ditional one is the timing argument of Kahn & Woltjer (1959) which employs

the dynamics of the Local Group to estimate its mass. Calibrating this method

with CDM N-body simulations, Li & White (2008) find M200 ∼ 2.43 × 1012 M⊙,

with a lower limit of M200 = 8.0 × 1011 M⊙ at 95% confidence. A rather differ-

ent method is based on matching the abundance of galaxies ranked by stellar

mass to the abundance of dark matter halos ranked by mass in a large CDM

N-body simulation. This technique gives upper and lower 10% confidence limits

of 8 × 1011
< M200 < 4.7 × 1012 M⊙ (Guo et al., 2010).

A third class of methods relies on the kinematics of tracer stars in the stellar

halo to constrain the potential out to large distances. Using positions and line-

of-sight velocities for 240 halo stars, Battaglia et al. (2005) find 6× 1011
< M100 <

3 × 1012 M⊙, depending on assumptions about the halo profile; using 2000 BHB

stars out to 60 kpc, interpreted with the aid of simulations, Xue et al. (2008)

find 8 × 1011
< M102 < 1.3 × 1012 M⊙. Using a variety of tracers, Deason et al.

(2012) find the mass within 150 kpc to be between 5× 1011 M⊙ and 1× 1012 M⊙.

Most recently, Piffl et al. (2013) used a large sample of stars from the RAVE

survey in conjunction with cosmological simulations to find 1.3× 1012
< M200 <
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Figure 2.4: Top: exclusion diagram for thermal WDM particle

masses, mWDM, as a function of the Milky Way dark matter halo

mass, Mh; the shaded region is excluded. The lower limits reported

by other authors, as well as the host halo masses they considered,

are indicated by the arrows. The dotted magenta line shows the

limit if satellites not visible to an SDSS-type survey are excluded.

Bottom: sensitivity of our constraints to variations in the parame-

ters of our galaxy formation model; the lines show the envelope of

the exclusion region.
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1.8 × 1012 M⊙.

2.3.2 Sensitivity to Galaxy Formation Model Parameters

Given an assumption about the nature of the dark matter, the abundance of

galactic satellites depends primarily on two key astrophysical processes: the

reionization of hydrogen after recombination and feedback from supernovae ex-

plosions. The epoch during which the universe became reionized is constrained

by temperature anisotropies in the microwave background and their polarization

to lie in the range 8 . zre . 14 (Planck Collaboration et al., 2013). Photoheat-

ing raises the entropy of the gas and suppresses cooling into halos of low virial

temperature.

In galform reionization is modelled by assuming that no gas cools in halos

of circular velocity smaller than vcut at redshifts lower than zcut. This simple

prescription has been shown to be a good approximation to a more detailed

semi-analytic model of reionization (Benson et al., 2002b) and to full gasdynamic

simulations (Okamoto et al., 2008). In our fiducial model, the parameters take

the values vcut = 30 km s−1 and zcut = 10. The simulations of Okamoto et al.

(2008) suggest that vcut is around 25 km s−1, but Font et al. (2011) conclude that

a value of vcut = 34 km s−1 is required to match the results of the detailed semi-

analytical calculation of the effects of reionization given by Benson et al. (2002a).

We explore the effect of varying both vcut and zcut within these bounds.

Supernova feedback is still poorly understood. In galform, this process

is modelled in terms of a simple parametrized power-law of the disc circular

velocity with exponent αhot (eqn. 2.1.4). As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the pa-

rameter αhot is constrained – as a function of mWDM– by the strict requirement

that the model should provide an acceptable fit to the observed local bJ-band

galaxy luminosity function. This is a strong constraint which limits any possible

variation of αhot to less than ±0.1. Our simple parametrization ignores, for ex-

ample, environmental effects (Lagos et al., 2013) but these are unlikely to make

a significant difference to our conclusions so we do not consider them further.

However we do consider a model in which the effects of feedback saturate below
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vcirc = 30 km s−1, similar to what Font et al. (2011) argue is required to explain

the variation of metallicity with luminosity observed in the population of Milky

Way satellites.

The effects of varying the galaxy formation model parameters (retaining

agreement with the local field galaxy luminosity function) on our constraints

on mWDM as a function of Mh are shown in Fig. 2.4(b). Varying αhot has a very

small effect; varying zcut affects, to some extent, the limits for WDM particle

masses greater than 2-3 keV. The main sensitivity is to the parameter vcut which

has a strong effect on the number of small halos which are able to form stars. At

fixed halo mass, lower values of vcut weaken the limits on mWDM whereas larger

values strengthen them. The range considered here, 25 < vcut/km s−1
< 35, is

realistic according to current understanding of the process of reionization.

2.4 Discussion and Conclusions

The cutoff in the linear power spectrum of density fluctuations produced by the

free streaming of warm dark matter particles in the early universe provides, in

principle, the means to search for evidence of these particles. If the particle

mass is in the keV range, the cutoff occurs on the scale of dwarf galaxies and

no primordial fluctuations are present on smaller scales. Thus, establishing how

smooth the universe is on these scales could reveal the existence of WDM or,

since the cutoff length scales inversely with the particle mass, set limits on its

mass. The traditional method for testing the smoothness of the density field

at early times is to measure the flux power spectrum of the Lyman-α forest in

the spectra of high redshift quasars. The most recent lower limit on the WDM

particle mass using this method on data at redshifts z ∼ 2−6 is that set by

Viel et al. (2013), mWDM ≥ 3.3 keV (2σ), for thermally produced warm dark

matter particles.

A different way to estimate the clumpiness of the matter density field on

small scales, this time at the present day, is to count the number of substructures

embedded in galactic halos. The most direct way to do this is to count the satel-
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lites that survive in such halos but these are so faint that sufficient numbers can

only be found in our own Milky Way galaxy and M31. Counting the Milky Way

satellites thus provides a test of WDM which is independent from and comple-

mentary to the Lyman-α forest constraint. There are several complications that

need to be taken into account when carrying out this test. Firstly, a suitable prop-

erty to characterize the satellite population needs to be identified. The maximum

of the circular velocity curve, vmax, is often used for this purpose, but this quan-

tity is not directly measurable for the Milky Way’s satellites. The luminosities of

satellites, on the other hand, are accurately measured, but using this as a test of

WDM requires the ability to predict the satellite luminosities and this, in turn,

requires modelling galaxy formation. This is the approach we have adopted in

this paper where we have made use of the semi-analytic model, galform. This

model has the virtue that it gives a good match to the field galaxy luminosity

function in various bands and has been extensively tested against a variety of

other observational data. The vmax test was carried out by Polisensky & Ricotti

(2011) and by Lovell et al. (2014) but the uncertainty in the satellites’ values of

vmax introduces some uncertainty in the limits set.

The second complication is the requirement to understand the completeness

of the satellite sample. The Milky Way has a population of 11 bright or “clas-

sical” satellites which is thought to be complete (although one or two bright

satellites could be lurking behind the Galactic Plane, too small a number to

affect our conclusions) and a population of faint and ultrafaint satellites that

have been discovered in the fifth of the sky surveyed by the SDSS. While the

classical satellites are known to be distributed on the thin plane, identified by

Lynden-Bell (1976), it is not known if the SDSS sample is also anisotropic. Large

N-body CDM simulations suggest that it is only the brightest satellites that lie

on a plane whereas more abundant populations tend to be much less anisotropi-

cally distributed (Wang et al., 2013). Here we assume that the spatial distribution

of the Milky Way satellites other than the classical ones is isotropic. If this as-

sumption were incorrect, we would overestimate the number of satellites which

would cause us to overestimate the minimum WDM particle mass required to
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have enough satellites in a halo of a given mass. The simulations of Wang et al.

(2013) suggest that this effect is unlikely to be large.

The third complication of our method is the difficulty in assessing possible

systematic effects arising from uncertainties in our galaxy formation model. As

we discussed in Section 2.3.2, the main source of uncertainty is our treatment

of the inhibiting effect of the early reionization of the intergalactic medium on

the cooling of gas in small halos. We model this process in a relatively simple

way which, however, has been validated both by realistic semi-analytic calcula-

tions (Benson et al., 2002b) and by full cosmological hydrodynamic simulations

(Okamoto et al., 2008). Another uncertainty arises from the fate of satellites prior

to merging with the central galaxy: we do not currently consider tidal disruption

effects in our model, meaning that all satellites survive until the point of merg-

ing. If tidal destruction is an important phenomenon, which may be especially

true for WDM, then we would expect fewer surviving satellites in our models.

This would have the net effect of increasing further our lower limits on mWDM.

Since the number of surviving subhalos is a strong function of the parent

halo mass, our limits on mWDM depend on the mass of the Milky Way halo

which, unfortunately, is still uncertain to within a factor of at least a few. For

our fiducial model of galaxy formation, we find that if the halo mass is less

than 1.1 × 1012 M⊙, then all values of mWDM are ruled out at 95% confidence

for the case of thermally-produced WDM particles. If, however, the mass of the

halo is greater than 1.3× 1012 M⊙, then, at the same confidence level, all masses

greater than mWDM = 5 keV are allowed and if it is greater than 2 × 1012 M⊙,

then all masses greater than mWDM = 2 keV are allowed. If the main parameter

in our model of reionization, vcut, had a value of 35 km s−1, then most (thermal)

masses of astrophysical interest would be ruled out even if the mass of the halo

is 2 × 1012 M⊙, but if this parameter is only 25 km s−1, then only masses below

mWDM = 2.5 keV are ruled out for halo masses less than 1× 1012 M⊙. By contrast,

using the abundance of dark matter subhalos as a function of vmax, Lovell et al.

(2014) were only be able to set a lower limit of mWDM = 1.3 keV for dark matter

halos of mass 1.8 × 1012 M⊙.
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Our limits on the WDM particle mass from the abundance of satellites in

the Milky Way are compatible with those set by the Lyman-α forest constraints,

except, of course, that they depend on the mass of the Milky Way halo. The

value of the most recent lower limit (mWDM = 3.3 keV) derived from the Lyman-

α forest requires the halo mass to be Mh > 1.4 × 1012 M⊙ in order for there

to be enough satellites in the Milky Way. All these limits apply only to ther-

mally produced WDM and need not exclude specific warm candidates such as

sterile neutrinos. In this case (and also for other types of WDM), there could

also be additional resonantly produced particles that could behave as cold dark

matter, resulting in a different small scale behaviour of the linear density power

spectrum, depending on the mass and formation epoch of these particles.

Sterile neutrinos can decay and emit a narrow x-ray line. The absence of

such a line in the x-ray spectra of galaxy clusters can be used to set an upper

limit to mWDM but this depends in the sterile neutrino production mechanism.

For example, for non-resonant production, Abazajian et al. (2001) have set an

upper limit of msterile . 5 keV which would correspond to a thermal mass of

∼ 1 keV.

The constraints presented in this study would become much tighter if the

mass of the Milky Way halo could be measured accurately. While the recent

RAVE results (Piffl et al., 2013) are encouraging, it is to be hoped that the forth-

coming GAIA satellite mission will allow a better understanding of the sys-

tematic effects that complicate these kinds of measurements. In the meantime,

gravitational lensing effects such as the flux ratio anomaly in multiply-lensed

quasar images may provide a direct measurement of the amount of substructure

present in galactic dark matter halos (Miranda & Macciò, 2007; Xu et al., 2013).

This is a powerful method that could, in principle, provide a conclusive test of

whether the dark matter is cold or warm.



3
νMSM RESONANTLY-PRODUCED STERILE

NEUTRINOS: LIMITS

3.1 The νMSM

The sterile neutrino is an attractive dark matter candidate because it is indepen-

dently well-motivated by particle physics, as well as having the right properties

of a successful DM candidate. The νMSM (Asaka & Shaposhnikov, 2005) is an

extension of the standard model which adds three sterile neutrinos in addition

to the three active neutrinos, and could account for the observed baryon asym-

metry and neutrino oscillations. In addition to two ∼GeV-mass sterile neutrinos,

the third ∼keV-mass sterile neutrino is a DM candidate which falls in the broad

range of “warm” models. This possibility motivates us to consider sterile neu-

trinos in this mass range as dark matter candidates to see what astrophysical

constraints can be placed upon the proposed particles.

In Chapter 2, we determined the limits that MW satellite galaxy forma-

tion could establish for sterile neutrinos generated by non-resonant oscillations

(which correspond directly to the thermal relic masses quoted more frequently

throughout this work). But this model has essentially been ruled out (if sterile

neutrinos alone are to comprise the dark matter) by not being able to simultane-

ously satisfy Lyman-α and M31 x-ray bounds.

However, in the presence of a lepton number asymmetry of the universe

(which has not yet been well-constrained), resonant sterile neutrino production

(RP) also proceeds, adding a kinematically colder population of sterile neutrinos

33
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at a given mass. Unlike the DW sterile neutrinos in Chapter 2, these resonant

sterile neutrinos of the same mass are no longer necessarily ruled out: at any

given particle mass, this colder component lends more power to smaller scales

than the simple pure-WDM case. Therefore the bounds from Lyman-α or satel-

lite counting studies will be shifted down.

In the νMSM as presented in Boyarsky et al. (2009), the lepton asymmetry

L6 is a free parameter, defined as L6 = 106(nνe − nν̄e)/s, where nνe , nν̄e and s

are the neutrino, antineutrino and entropy densities, respectively. According to

Boyarsky et al. (2009), the maximum value of L6 set by maximum CP violation

is Lmax
6 =700. In the case of no lepton asymmetry (L6 = 0), the resonant produc-

tion mechanism is shut off and we return to the (ruled out) DW non-resonant

scenario of Chapter 2.

3.2 Methods

In this part of the analysis, we will examine sterile neutrino models with L6

ranging from 0 to 700. Figure 3.1 shows the power spectra for sterile neutri-

nos of six different masses msterile = 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 20 (each panel) for several L6

parameters (coloured lines). The location of the cutoff is not monotonic with

L6. As the degree of asymmetry increases, so does the fractional contribution of

the (colder) resonantly-produced component. But the momentum distribution

of the RP particles also depends upon L6 such that the ‘cold’ component be-

comes warmer for high values of the asymmetry parameter. Note the maximum

amount of small-scale power tends to peak around L6 ∼ 25 for the lower-mass

sterile neutrinos, and around L6 ∼ 2 − 8 for the higher-mass particles.

We have repeated the same methodology described in Chapter 2 to use gal-

form to predict galaxy formation in halos generated from EPS merger trees.

Here, in contrast to Chapter 2, we have not independently re-adjusted feedback

parameter αhot for each case however. After running a few tests with small vari-

ations to αhot, we did not find significant differences to our final results, and

therefore used the parameterization of Eqn. 2.1.5 independently of different L6
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Figure 3.1: Sample linear power spectra for various particle mass

and lepton asymmetry parameters. Each panel shows the effect of

varying lepton asymmetry (coloured lines) for the sterile neutrino

mass indicated in the lower left legend.
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values.

3.3 Results

The results are shown in Figure 3.2. Here we show a similar particle-mass halo-

mass relation to that which was presented earlier in Figure 2.4 for the simpler

case. Note that this plot differs in that the particle masses are now for msterile

(sterile neutrinos) instead of mWDM in Figure 2.4, because with the introduction

of RP, there is no direct thermal “equivalent” of a given msterile. Note also that

the y-axis scale now encompasses a much wider range of halo masses, most of

which are incompatibly heavy with respect to observations.

The lines on the plot show the minimum MW halo mass required, that would

host enough satellites to be compatible with observations, for a given msterile.

Each coloured line demonstrates this relationship for different asymmetry pa-

rameters L6, as indicated in the legend. The zero-asymmetry case, in which there

is no non-resonant contribution to the sterile neutrino population, is shown in

black. For all cases of lepton asymmetry, we see the same general trend that

for a less massive particle candidate to be allowed, the mass of the MW halo is

required to be greater. Note that there are a few upturns in the lines plotted,

showing exceptions to this trend. In these cases we are seeing the effect of the

resonant production: the momentum distribution function shifts up faster with

L6 for higher-mass particles, so that in certain cases the lighter particle has a

“cooler” distribution. If we assume the upper limit of this value allowed by re-

cent measurements is MMW ≤ 2.5 × 1012 M⊙ then the 1 keV case is completely

ruled out, and the 2 keV case only permitted if L6 ∼ 25. If MMW ≤ 1.0× 1012 M⊙

then all particles msterile ≤ 10 keV are ruled out, and a 20 keV sterile neutrino

only permitted if 2 . L6 . 14.

There have been recent hints of the 7 keV sterile neutrino in the x-ray spectra

of the MW, M31 and a sample of 73 bright clusters (Boyarsky et al., 2014a,b;

Bulbul et al., 2014, respectively). The detection of a ∼ 3.5 keV emission line is

not a definitive sign of a sterile neutrino decay (and could be attributed to other
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Figure 3.2: Exclusion diagram demonstrating the minimum value

of the Milky Way halo mass required to be compatible with a given

sterile neutrino mass, depending on the degree of lepton asymme-

try (indicated by the coloured lines). All results shown here are for

our fiducial model of galaxy formation.
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galactic phenomena) but it does lead us to consider the 7 keV model with special

focus. While we do not yet have the spectra for the 7 keV models in time for the

publication of this work, we can extrapolate between the 4 keV and 10 keV data

which we have analyzed. Referring again to Figure 3.2, we can see that at 7

keV, if there is no lepton asymmetry then MMW would have to be larger than

∼ 2 × 1012 M⊙ to be compatible. For the most optimistic case, L6 in the 2-16

range, then the mass could be as low as ∼ 1.4 × 1012 M⊙.

3.4 Discussion/Conclusions

In this Chapter, we have applied the satellite galaxy formation test to various

sterile neutrino WDM models in order to place co-constraints on the values of

the WDM particle mass msterile, the lepton asymmetry parameter L6 and the

Milky Way halo mass. For a given halo mass, the constraint on particle mass

is strong when there is no lepton asymmetry, and becomes more lenient as L6

increases (along with the contribution of the colder RP sterile neutrinos). This

trend reverses after some peak L6 (which depends on particle mass) as the RP

component becomes warmer until the Mh-msterile constraint relation resembles

the zero-asymmetry (100% NRP) scenario.

Compared to the analysis in Chapter 2, varying L6 for sterile neutrino models

allows more freedom for particles of a given mass to meet the success criteria

defined here, and not be ruled out. Given recent measurements of the MW mass

and taking an upper limit of MMW ≤ 2.5 × 1012 M⊙, msterile as low as 2 keV are

permitted for the peak L6 = 25. Again, further and more accurate estimates of

MMW will be useful in giving firmer lower limits on the particle mass.

As reviewed in Section 2.2.3, the satellite formation ‘failure’ threshold is very

conservative in assuming that the SDSS DR5 survey leaves no faint dwarfs un-

detected. We anticipate that in the future as more ultrafaint satellites are discov-

ered, the constraints from Figure 3.2 will shift to higher masses.



4
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

In this work we have examined satellite galaxy formation in WDM scenarios. We

used the dwarf galaxies of the Milky Way as a benchmark to determine which

WDM models were compatible with observations, and thus set lower limits on

allowed particle masses.

To achieve this, we generated many Monte Carlo halo merger trees for each

WDM model using the Extended Press Schechter formalism with a sharp k-

space filter. These trees were processed with the galform semi-analytic model

of galaxy formation, and the strength of supernova feedback was decreased for

decreasing particle mass to compensate for the correspondingly smaller con-

centrations for subhalos of an equivalent mass. From these re-tuned models,

we were able to predict satellite luminosity functions for host halos spanning a

range of mass consistent with recent measurements of the Milky Way, and use

them to make a direct comparison to the luminous dwarfs detected in our own

galaxy. Using 200 possible merger histories per particle mass, per halo mass

sampled, we were able to determine at 95% confidence which WDM particle

masses were ruled out for a given value of the halo mass. We conclude that for

host halos less massive than 1× 1012 M⊙, all “astrophysically interesting” WDM

models are ruled out. At a value of MMW = 1.5× 1012 M⊙, mWDM is constrained

to be larger than 2.5 keV. A relic mass as small as mWDM = 1.5 keV is allowed if

the halo is more massive than 2 × 1012 M⊙.

Next we considered that there is a level of uncertainty in our results stem-

ming from a few free parameters in our semi-analytic model which are not
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well-constrained. There is some flexibility in setting the parameters determining

reionization and supernova feedback in the model, and these choices (partic-

ularly reionization) can affect disproportionately the smallest galaxies we are

interested in. By making adjustments that did not appreciably change the field

galaxy luminosity function, we explored how strongly these parameter varia-

tions affected the relationship between the lower mass limits. We found that

the results were very sensitive to the threshold ‘filtering mass’ of reionization,

below which cooling cannot occur after the universe is reionized. The redshift

of reionization was also important at larger particle masses; we allowed for a

range zrei = 7 − 12. Including the type of “saturated feedback” implemented in

the Font et al. (2011) model - although we saturated at a lower threshold - also

had an effect in expanding the allowed mWDM-MMW parameter space.

After establishing limits for particles whose initial velocity distribution re-

sults in a linear power spectrum of fluctuations featuring a simple exponential

suppression beyond some cutoff wavenumber (thermal relics and non-resonantly

produced sterile neutrinos), we next considered more complex models. The

Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (Asaka & Shaposhnikov, 2005) is physically

well-motivated and would introduce a ∼keV mass sterile neutrino as a WDM

candidate. In the presence of an existing lepton asymmetry, a population of

cooler resonantly-produced sterile neutrinos will be generated in the Shi & Fuller

(1999) mechanism. The amount of resonant production as well as the momen-

tum distribution functions of the particles both depend on the degree of the

asymmetry, leading to more nuanced features in the power spectra. We again

used galform with the EPS trees to study the satellite abundance of MW-like

systems as a function of the three parameters of sterile neutrino mass, lepton

asymmetry and host halo mass. The “cooling effect” or resonant production on

the msterile limits was maximized for lepton asymmetries L6 ∼ 12 − 25. For ex-

ample, if MMW = 1.5 × 1012, the minimum particle mass is msterile ≥ 10 / 3 /10

keV for L6 = 0 / 16 / 70, respectively.

The constraints on WDM set here are consistent with the findings of other

related studies of structure formation involving a suppression of small-scale
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power. Some of the most robust limits have been imposed by the fluctuations

in the Lyman-α forest from z ≈ 2 − 6, which Viel et al. (2013) used recently

to place a lower limit of mWDM ≥ 3.3 keV. For us, this corresponds to a halo

mass of Mh > 1.4 × 1012 M⊙ in our standard model. Analyses of reionization,

GRBs, lensing flux anomalies and other phenomena have found limits of mWDM

& 0.5 − 2 keV. Previous studies of subhalo abundance making comparisons to

the Milky Way have found similar mass limits. Here we have the power to

strengthen such constraints, given an accurate measurement of the Milky Way

mass, which may become more exact with upcoming surveys.

One application of the WDM galaxy formation models used here would be

to apply the semi-analytic models to N-body simulations of WDM rather than

Monte Carlo trees. This would enable a more detailed look at the galactic fea-

tures predicted in WDM models, such as radial distribution of luminous satel-

lites or the properties of the stellar halo. As the remnant of tidally stripped

material from satellites accreting onto the main system, the stellar halo provides

an informative record of the merger history of a galaxy. The Milky Way’s own

stellar halo includes roughly a billion stars and contains many substructures

such as stellar streams, for example the prominent Sagittarius stream for which

the donor Sagittarius Dwarf satellite is seen mid-disruption. Other nearby galax-

ies are also seen to have structure-rich stellar halos with identifiable stream and

shell features. Using techniques like the Cooper et al. (2010) particle-tagging

method, it is possible to make predictions for the formation of stellar halos in

different cosmological models: a semi-analytic galaxy formation model is run

on top of a high resolution numerical simulation, and the stars that form are

linked to individual dark matter particles for the entirety of the simulation. In

the original study, Cooper et al. (2010) performed this tagging for several MW-

mass CDM halos, and found a great variety of morphologies and tidal features

among the halos formed.

The stellar halo of a WDM galaxy might be anticipated to have some differ-

ences compared with a CDM halo, which could potentially be discerned through

the kind of detailed observations that will be made with Gaia and other upcom-
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Figure 4.1: Surface brightness profiles for stellar halos in the case

of CDM, mWDM = 2.3 keV and mWDM = 1.4 keV, shown from top

to bottom, respectively. From left to right, the panels display three

different projections of the same stellar halo in each case. All results

here are for the Aquarius A halo.
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ing surveys. The age, metallicity, spatial distribution and kinematics of halo

stars are all potentially useful probes of the dark matter properties. Preliminary

studies that we have done of WDM halos suggest that their overall morphol-

ogy is smoother than for CDM, with less small-scale “clutter” and broader tidal

streams. This makes sense as the same satellite progenitors will be less concen-

trated in WDM (although conversely there are fewer small subhalos present in

WDM to dynamically heat the streams, but this appears to be a less important

effect). As an example, Figure 4.1 illustrates the surface brightness profiles of the

same stellar halo for three DM particles. Further analysis could be done here in

quantifying the predictions of stellar halo structure, age and metal enrichment

for different DM models in order to test directly against existing and future halo

tracer star data.

Reionization studies are another topic to which WDM semi-analytics could

be applied. As indicated in several previous studies of reionization in WDM

universes (Barkana et al., 2001; Yoshida et al., 2003; Biermann & Kusenko, 2006;

Schultz et al., 2014), it is considered a challenge for many models to form enough

structure at early redshifts, and produce sufficient amounts of reionizing pho-

tons by redshift z ≈ 10. Most of the previous studies have been based on

N-body simulations alone, with some hydrodynamical simulations for specific

relic masses. Here we would use the star formation information output by the

galaxy formation model, and process large numbers of merger trees to get a

good statistical measure of when reionization occurs for different WDM parti-

cles, and for different galform model parameters. The framework for this was

developed by Benson et al. (2002b,a), who modelled reionization within their

semi-analytic model self-consistently for CDM. This would be particularly inter-

esting for the case of resonantly produced sterile neutrinos, where there might

be an earlier presence of star-forming structure than for other WDM models.

Biermann & Kusenko (2006) find that the x-ray decays of sterile neutrinos can

accelerate star formation and hasten reionization, which is also a potential fea-

ture that could be added to our semi-analytic model.

One caveat to this is the possibility of filamentary star formation preceding
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halo star formation in WDM models (Gao & Theuns, 2007; Gao et al., 2014). This

could affect reionization timelines for WDM models, and we do not currently

have a framework for including filament-trees in our semi-analytic model.

In summary, WDM models encompass a range of particles which could be

good candidates for the dark matter. However, these models are often found

to be in tension with small-scale and high-redshift observations. We come to

similar conclusions here, finding that “pure” WDM particles of interesting mass

are difficult to reconcile with the satellite population of the Milky Way, although

results do vary with halo mass. It seems that the future of WDM models is shift-

ing towards “mixed” or “cool” dark matter, such as that generated by resonant

production of sterile neutrinos, which we have also looked at. Until a confirmed

detection of the DM particle is reported, such cosmological tests provide a use-

ful way of evaluating different candidates. Our own results will be strengthened

with the discovery of more satellites around our own galaxy (and M31), as well

as firmer measurements of our galaxy’s mass.
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